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CONSUMED ENERGY FOR TRANSPLANTING
OF SOME VEGETABLE

S.E. Abdcl- Aal: S. E. Badr," and A. Lotfy"

ABSTRACT
Thc vcgctablc production still thc challcngc for Egyptian fanns.To facc

this challenge the experiments were carried out during 1999/2000 and
2000/200 I seasons in two diffcrent sites at EI-Gel11miza and EI-Serw Research
Stations, EI-Garbia and Damiatta Governorate. The objectivc of the present
study is to evaluate thc cffcct of transplanting systcms i.c., manual and
mechanical transplanting (New-Holland and Lannen Roulette transplanter) at
forward speed Le., 0.92, 1.4, 1.9 and 2.4 km/h on some vegetables
productivity (tomato, cabbage, eggplant, onion and lettuce) and energy
requirements.The results showed that, the higher power requirements, actual
field capacity and total losses of seedlings (missed; floated and damaged) were
resulted by increasing forward spccd, while field efficiency and yield
production were decreased. The lowcst consumed energy of 821.25 MJ/fed
was recorded in the case of using Lannen transplanter with tomato
transplanting at forward speed of 2.4 km/h, while the highest values was
7021.82 MJ/fed by using New-Holland transplanter for onion and lettuce
transplanting at forward specd of 0.92 km/h. The lowest consumed energy per
unit yield production of 16.0 kW/ton was recorded in the case of using Lannen
transplanter with cabbage transplanting at forward speed of2.4 km/h, While
the highest value was 333.99 kWlton by using New-Holland transplanter for
lettuce transplanting at forward speed of 0.92 km/h.The use of manual
transplanting was followed with lower yield than mechanical transplanting for
all varieties.and the production of EI-Gemmiza farm was higher than EI-Serw.
Mechanical transplanting by Lannen raulette transplanter at forward speed of
2.4 km/h increased the total yield and decreased consumed energy compared
with other transplanting.

INTRODUCTION.

The goal of agriculture should be increas~ and maintain high yield levels
of food crops per unit of area, water, energy input and time.

To achieve this goal, many attempts were executed in many directions
such as improving soil fertility, introducing new promising varieties or cropland
expansion and \lew improved technical methods. Vegetables are considered a
unique crop in its aeaptability to different methods of transplanting. Morsey
(1990) used four speeds of transplanter for mechanical transplanting under
Egyptian condition to find out the proper transplanter speed for soil conditions.
He found that the minimum niissing rate of 4% and the high yieldof).03
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